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MULTIPLE FIBERS OF ELLIPTIC FIBRATIONS
KENTARO MITSUI
ABsTRAcx We review eur $ksdies ek multiple fibers ef elliptie gbra-
tiefis [Misc]. We study invariants ef elliptic fibfa{ions ever a cemplete
discrete valuation ring with an algebraically closed residue field. The
invariants appeair when we localize invariants appearing in the canonical
bundle formula of elliptic surfaces. The study of the invariants is re-
duced to the case where the reduction of the special fiber is isomorphic
to an elliptic curve, and the case is studied. Further, we develop the clas-
sification of elliptic fibrations with a multiple fiber of this type. As an
application, we determine the combinations ofmultiple fibers appearing
in elliptic surfaces ofKodaira dirnension zero. The possible combina-
tions were given by Bombieri and Mi}mford. As another application, we
give methods oÅí resolving raukiple gber$ via inseparable coveri#gs. IR
paf{iculaf, we corapletc tke progf gf Katsura and Uef}o's resolutleR ef
multiple fibers. eur results alsg previde new methods ofccnstructifig
tmirational surfaces, In panicular, we construct irrational elliptic Zariski
surfaces of any geometric genus. This result gives a negative answer to
Zariski's questiorm in any characteristic.
1. INTRODUCTION
  Multiple fibers of elliptic swtiaces appear iR Kodaira's classificatigR gf
ccmpact cemplex amalytic surfaces [Kgd63, g6]. It is impcirtant te st{idy
rcLultiple fibers in tke classification ef eiliptic surfaces because invariaRts
associated to multipie fibers determine its Kodaira dimension. Any multiple
fiber ofmultiplicity m ofan elliptic fibration over a disk can be resolved by
the base change via a totally-ramified cyclic coverirmg of degree m and the
normalization. The induced morphism between the total spaces is etale.
Conversely, any elliptic fibration with a multiple fiber ofmultiplicity m can
be obtained as the quotient of an equivariant group actiQn of degree m on a
smooth elliptic fibration. The quotient morphism between the tota1 spaces
is etale.
  in the pQsitive characteristic cases, mgltiple fibefs of elliptic swtraces ap-}
pear in Bembiefi and Mumford's classdication ofalgebraic surfaces [BM77].
A fiber of an elliptic fibratien f: X - C ever a closed peint x on C is said
to be wildly rami:fied if the point x is contained in the support of the torsion
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to the characteristic zero case, wildly ramified multiple fibers appear in the
positive characteristic cases. Their examples and partial results on their res-
olution were obtained in [KU85] and [KU86]. We would like to study such
multiple fibers in a comprehensive and systematic way. To this end, we
study the case where the base space is local.
               2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY
  Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring (CDVR) with an algebraically
closed residue field k of characteristic p and a field of fractions K. Put
C := SpecR. An elli ticfibration over C is a proper flat scheme over C
that is regular and whose generic fiber is a geometrically connected smooth
curve of genus one. An elliptic fibration is said to be minimal if the spe-
cial fiber does not contain an exceptional curve of the first kind. We study
elliptic fibrations with a multiple fiber over C and apply the results to the
classification of elliptic surfaces.
  Let f: X - C be a minimal elliptic fibration. By Xk and XK we denote
the special fiber off and the generic fiber of f, respectively. Let E be a
minimal regular model ofthe Jacobian EK ofXK. The model is unique up to
isomorphism between the generic fibers. Let .T be the type ofXk where m
is the multiplicity and T is the type (Kodaira's symbol) ofthe combination
of the irreducible components ofXk/m. We define integers u(T) and v(T)
by Table 1.
T In I: II II* III III* IV IV*
u(T) 1 2 6 6 4 4 3 3
v(T) o o 4 o 2 o 1 o
TABLE 1. The definition ofu(T) and v(T).
  The study ofX is reduced to the case T = I.. The case T == I. (n År O) was
studied in [LLR04, g8]. Thus, we mainly study the case T = Io. The results
are summarized in the following sections. Let K'/K be a finite extension
of degree d. Take the integral closure R' ofR in K'. Put C' := SpecR' and
XKt := XK xKK'. Let f': X' . C' be the minimal regular model ofXK,
over C'. By .,T' we denote the type of the special fiber off'. Let E' be
the minimal regular model of the Jacobian ofXKt. We say that the multiple
fiber off can be resolved by K'/K if the equality m' = 1 holds.
                      3. RESOLUTION
  Ifp Zu(T) and d= u(T), then .,T' =.I.,. Assume that T = In.






The scheme Xt is isomorphic to the normalization ofXxcC' over Ct. In
particular, we obtain a morphism zx : X' . X.
  Case 1: p /m or n År O. The extension K'/K is cyclic and the morphism
nx is etale.
  Case 2: Othen4,ise. The special fiber Ek ofE is an elliptic curve (Theo-
rem 6.6 in [LLR04]). The morphism zx is not necessarily etale. Assume
that K contains all the m-th roots of unity (e.g., R is equi-characteristic)
and Ek is ordinary. Then we may suppose that K'/K is a cyclic extension.
Wnhout the first assumption, we may only suppose that K'/K is an abelian
extension. Without the second assumption (i.e., Ek is supersingular), we
may not suppose that K'/K is a Galois extension. In the equi-characteristic
case, there exists ari example ofa minimal elliptic fibration with a multiple
fiber oftype plo that cannot be resolved by any Galois extension ofdegree
p nor the (unique) purely inseparable extension ofdegree p. Moreover, the
morphism nx is non-etale for any non-trivial finite extension K'/K.
  The proof of the above results follow from the calculation of the invari-
ants ofX (g5) and the Galois cohomology group Hi (K,EK), and the fol-
lowing theorem proved by Liu, Lorenzini, and Raynaud:
Theorem 3.1 (Theorem 6.6 in [LLR04], Corollary 6.7 in [LLR04], and
Corollary 7.4 in [LLR04]). Let EK be an elli tic curve over CK. Take an
element n E Hi(K,EK) oforder m. Let XK be the smooth curve over CK
corresponding to n. Let E andX be the minimal regular models ofEK and
XK over C, respectively. Let T be the type ofEk. Then Xk is oftype .T. If
T 7L In, then m is apower ofp.
  Further, thefollowing statement holds: Take apositive integer m'. IfT 7!
In, then we assume that mt is apou7er ofp. Then there exists an element of
Hi (K, EK) oforder m'.
  Finally, we complete the proofofKatsura and Ueno's resolution ofmul-
tiple fibers [KU85, g6, g7]: when R is equi-characteristic and T == In, the
multiple fiber can be resolved by a finite succession of finite base changes
and the normalizations each ofwhich induces an etale covering or a purely
inseparable covering ofthe tota1 space. More precisely, the following holds:
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that R is egui-characteristic. Assume that Xk is
oftype mln. Then there exist a,finite cyclic extension K'/K (resp. KJ"/K')
andafinitepurely inseparable extension K"/K' (resp K'/K) satisL15,ing the
following conditions: Let Åë : X' -X (resp. ip : X" - X') be the morphism
between the minimal regular models induced by the base change and the
normalization. Then Åë is etale andX" does not admit a multi lefiben
  In the proof of Katsura and Ueno, they studied the Frobenius action on




global case and the Frobenius action, we study the local case and the Galois
cohomology group Hl (K,EK). We may also give more precise statements
in some special cases. These results are usefu1 in giving examples ofunira-
tional elliptic surfaces. The notion ofstrange multi lefiber was introduced
as an obstruction to the proof of Katsura and Ueno's resolution. To avoid
this obstmction and treat more general cases, first, we resolve a multiple
fiber by a Galois base change and the normalization. The induced covering
of the tota1 space can be uniquely divided into two parts: the etale part and
the non-etale part. It is relatively easy to study the etale part. Next, we study
the non-etale part by explicit calculations of Galois cohomology groups. In
particular, we obtain Katsura and Ueno's resolution. When p /u(T), we
characterize the multiple fibers that can be resolved by a finite purely insep-
arable extension:
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that R is egui-characteristic. Let .T be the type of
Xk. Assume that m År 1, p /u(T), andd == u(T). Then the multi le,fiber of
f can be resolved by afinitepurely inseparable extension ifandonly ifm is
apower ofp andone ofthefollowing conditions is satisLfied:
   (1) T = Io and the special.fiber off is tamely rami;fied;
   (2) X(,,,d is isomorphic to a supersingular elli tic curve over k.
  Further, we point out that the main results in [KawOO] and [Kaw06] are
incorrect. The results are based on partial results on the resolution of multi-
ple fibers ofelliptic surfaces satisfying the following condition: The reduc-
tion of each closed fiber is isomorphic to a supersingular elliptic curve. We
give an alternative resolution of multiple fibers of elliptic fibrations of this
type without any condition:
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that R is egui-characteristic. Assume that Xk is of
typemlo andEK is asupersingularelli tic curve. Foranon-negative integer
n, by K./K we denote the (unigue) purely inseparable extension ofdegree
p" in Kalg. LetR. be the valuation ring ofKn. Put Cn :== SpecRn• LetXn/Cn
be the mininzal regular model ofX Å~c Cn. Then Xn is canonically isomor-
phic to the normalization ofX xcC. over C.. Let m. be the multi licity of
Xn,k. Ifp 1 mn, then exactly one ofthefollowing egualities holds:
   (1) (Mn+1JMn+2) = (Mn/P,Mn+1);
   (2) (Mn+1iMn+2) = (Mn,Mn+1/P)•
4. CONSTRUCTION
  Any minimal elliptic fibration over C with a multiple fiber oftype .Io can
be constructed as the GIT quotient of a finite equivariant group action on a
smooth elliptic fibration. Whenp /u(T) andd= u(T), any minimal elliptic




from a minimal elliptic fibration over C' with a multiple fiber of type mln
by quotient and birational transformation. We may give this construction
explicitly.
                      5. INVARIANTS
  Let tuf be the relative dualizing sheaf for f. Put V := Xk/m. We study
the following invariants (l, a):
   (1) The length l of the torsion of the R-module r(C,Rif. 0x).
   (2) The integer a appearing in the isomorphism
                    tof ! lf* tuf x 0x(av)
      induced by the canonical injective 0x-module homomorphism
                      /f' tof - tof'
The inequalities O fE{ a Åq m hold. Ifm == 1, then (l, a) = (O, O). The following
statements hold (Proposition 1 in [Mitb]):
   (1) The divisor Vf contains an irreducible component whose multiplic-
      ity is equal to m (by the classification of the special fibers). In par-
      ticular, the equality m = 1 holds if and only if the equality X(K) l e
      holds.
   (2) The special fiber off is tamely ramified if and only if the order of
      the line bundle 0x(Vf)lvf on Vf in the Picard group of Vf is equal
      to mf.
   (3) Ifthe special fiber offis tamely ramified, then af = mf - 1.
   (4) Ifthe special fiber offis wildly ramified, then p 1 mf.
  The invariants (l,a) appear when we localize invariants appearing in the
canonical bundle formula ofelliptic surfaces (S7). The invariants determine
the Kodaira dimensions of the elliptic surfaces (Proposition 7.1). By the
same method, we define the invariants (l',d) for X'/C'. We study a rela-
tionship between (l,a) and (l',d). The study of (l,a) can be reduced to
the case T = In in any characteristic p except in some small characteristics
depending on T:
Theorem 5.1. Assume that p /u(T) andd = u(T). Then the eguality
             u(T) (ml+a) = mtlt +d+v(T) (m - 1)
holds.
  By dctlc we denote the valuation ofthe different ofC'/C. The case T = I.




Theorem 5.2 (Proposition 8.11 (b)
O). Suppose thatd=mandm' == 1.
in [LLR04]). Assume that T == I. (n År
Then the eguality
ml +a = dctlc
holds.
  Assume that T = Io. By dNtlx we denote the valuation of the different
of nx : X' --" X (g3) along the special fibers. The rerr}aining case T = Ie is
stadied:
Theorem 5.3. Assume that T rm= Io. Put d' :rm dm'/m. Then the eguality
  d'(ml +a) ue m'l' +d + m'dcr!c - dx,lx
kolds.
  The above three theorems follow from a unified theorem including the
case p1u(T). In the proof, we study the relationship between the homo-
morphisms
                Tx : Hi (X, if'x) . Ul (E, 0g)
and
               Tx, : Hri (M, ox,) - Hi (Et, oE,)
coBstructed ik Thecrem 3.g ik [LLRe4]. Tke cagenical isomorphism
              Hl (XK, 0.\.) (2bK K' {;ll Hl (XK,, 0x.,)
allows us to compare the images of
                Hi(x,0x) and ffi(x{,0xt)
in Hi (XK,, 0x.,). The difference between the images can be described by
the ramifications of 7tic]: C' - C and zx: X' .X if zx exists. To meat
tke geRefal case, we study fibrations whose total spaces are not necessarily
regulaÅí Usikg Theorem 3.8 in [LLRC4] and the Gfcthendieck dgality, we
obtain the unified theorem. Our proofofthe second theorem is based on the
urmified theorem and the fact that any minimal Weierstrass model is normal
and its singularities are rational. In panicular, the proofis different from
that in [LLRe4]. Finally, we calculate dxi/x in the third tl}eorem from a
cocycle tkat represeftts the elemeRt ef Hl (K,EK) ccrresponding tg XK in




      6. CLAsslFIcATIoN oF MuLTIpLE FIBERs oF TypE .Io
  We count the number Mofisomorphism classes ofelliptic fibrations with
a special fiber of type .Io, a fixed Jacobian EK of the generic fibers, and
a fixed resolving Galois extension K'/K of degree m. When p /m, only
tamely ramified multiple fibers appear. There exists a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the isomorphism classes and the elements ofE(k) of
order m. In particular, the number Mis non-zero and finite. When Ek is an
ordinary elliptic curve and p 1 m, both of tamely and wildly ramified mul-
tiple fibers appear. Their numbers are determined by the Galois group of
K'/K. The total number Mis non-zero and finite. When Ek is a supersin-
gular elliptic curve and m = p, only wildly ramified multiple fibers appear.
The number Mis infinite except in one case where the conductor ofK'/K
is equal to two. In this exceptional case, the number Mis equal to zero.
                   7. ELLIPTIC SURFACES
  Let C be a proper smooth curve over an algebraically closed field k. An
elli ticfibration over C is a proper flat scheme over C that is regular and
whose generic fiber is a geometrically connected smooth curve of genus
one. An elliptic fibration over C is said to be relatively minimal if any
closed fiber does not contain an exceptional curve ofthe first kind. A proper
smooth surface X is called a (relatively minimaD elli tic surface over C if
X admits a (relatively minimal) elliptic fibration over C. Let f: X - C be a
relatively minimal elliptic fibration. For each closed point t on C, we write
the fiber f-i(t) over t as mtDt where mt is the multiplicity off-i(t) and
Dt isadivisor on X. For each closedpointton C, let lt be the length of the
torsion of the 0c,t-module (Rif* 0x)t. Put
                        l(f) :- 2 l,.
                              tEC
Then the canonical bundle formula (Theorem 2 in [BM77]) gives an iso-
morphism
                    .JYxl !f*YXo. 0x(D)
where the line bundle aE2e on C and the divisorD onX satisfy the equalities
               degY - x(0x) + 2g(C) - 2+l(f)
and
                        D =2atDt•
                           tEC
Here, each coeMcient at is an integer satisfying the inequalities O S at Åq mt.
We write the combination ofthe multiple fibers as




Here, the symbol * means that the fiber is wildly ramified. The canonical
bundle formula gives the following proposition:
Proposition 7.1. Put
              5 : :x(0K) -l- 2g(C) -2+l(f) -l- Åí -fL' .







              8. EXAMPLES OF ELLIPTIC SURFACES
  First, we construct previously unlmown types of elliptic surfaces with a
strange multiple fibef [KU85]. Next, we give examples of all five types
efelliptic Erwiqges surfaces iR chai:acteristic twc IKat82, gl]. FiRally, we
ccRstruct ixatiokal elliptic Zartski sui;faces cf aky geemetric geftgs pg. In
panicular, when pg ww O, the examples give a negative answer to Zariski's
question [BBL94] in any characteristic. To determine the types of surfaces
in the second and third examples, we use our result on resolution ofmulti-
ple fibers by purely inseparable extensions. In our construction, we glob-
alize elliptic fibrations over an equi-characterisitic CDVR by the following
proposltlon:
Proposition 8.1 (Corollary 5.4.6 in [CD89] and Remark 5.4.2 in [CD89]).
For egck closedpoint t on C, let Ct be tke completion ofthe lecalization of
C at 4 Mt tkejunctionfieid efCt, gnd M tkejunctionfield ofC Let E be
tke relatively minimal regular model over C ofan elii tic cecrye EM ever M.
Assume that E/C is non-trivial, i.e., there does not exist an elli tie eurve Eo
over k such that E/C is given by the secondprojection Eo xkC- C. Me
denote the genericfiber ofE Å~cCt/Ct by EM,. Then theglobal-to-localmap
                 lli (M, E.) - (D Hi (M,,EM, )
                              tEC
ls surJectlve.
      9. ELLIPTIC SURFACES CF KgDAIRA DIMgNSIeN ZERC
  We determiRe the corabinatigns efmukiple fibers appeariBgiin felatively
minimal elliptic surfaces f: X - C ef Kodaira dimension zere (Table 2).
The possible combinations were given in the complex analytic case (Propo-




xp g l (ai/mi) n p N J' examplesornon-existence
o o o o (1/2,1/2,1/2, 2 l2 H C [H]a,[Mitb]
1/2) 2 Q o [Q]a,[Mitb]
(213,2/3,2/3) 3 l3 H C [H]b,[Mitb]
3 Q o [Q]a,[Kat95,g5.2],[Mitb]
(1/2,3/4,3/4) 4 f2 H C [H]c,[Mitb]
2 Q o [Q]d,[Mitb]
(1/2,2/3,5/6 6 f2,3 H C [H]d,[Mitb]
2 Q o [Q]b,[Mitb]
3 Q o [Q]b,[Mitb]
o o o 1 (O/2',1/2,1/2) 2 2 Q o [Q]c,[Mitb]
(1/2',1/2) 2 2 'notexlst
(1/3*,2/3 3 3 Q o [Q]c,[Kat95,g5.2],[Mitb]
(1/4',3/4 4 2 Q o [Q]e
(214*,1/2) 2 2 .notexlst
2/6*,2/3) 3 2 H o [H]d,[KU85,g8.4]
Q S [Q]g
(3/6",1/2) 2 3 H o [H]d,[KU85,S8.4]
Q s [Q]e
o 1 o 2 (O/pu*)
u=1 1 2 H o [H]a,[KU85,S8.1]
Q s [Q]f(A-O),[Q]h
u==1 1 3 H o [H]b,[KU85,g8.1]
Q s [Q]d,[Q]f
u=2 1 2 H o [H]c,[KU85,S8.2]
theothercases 1 Åro .notexlst
(O/pU*,olpv*)
u=1,v=1 1 2 H o [H]a
Q s [Q]f(A74O)
theothercases 1 Åro .notexlst
o 1 1 o none 1 any A C theproductofellipticcurves
2 H C [H]a,[H]c,
[KU85,S8.1,g8.2]
3 H S [H]b,[KU85,g8.1]
o o 1 o none 2 l2 H C [H]a,[Mitb]
3 l3 H C [H]b,[Mitb]
4 ;2 H C [H]c,[Mitb]
6 f2,3 H C [H]d,[Mitb]
1 o o o (1/2,1/2) 2 any E S8
1 1 o 1 (O/2*) 1 2 N gs
2 1 o o none 1 any K K3Kummersurfaces
TABLE 2. The invariants ofrelatively mmimal elliptic sur-
faces f: X -. C of Kodaira dimension zero. See S9 for
the notation. The columns N and 1' are valid when X is
an algebraic surface. We use the following abbreviation:




analytic case [Mita]. Hxamples or non-existence theorems are given in each
possible case.
  Let us explain the notation in Table 2. By x (resp. pg, g, l, n, p) we
denote x(0x) (resp. the geometric genus ofX, the genus ofC, the length of
the torsion ofthe R-module r(C,Rif* 0x), the order ofthe canonical bundle
Xx ofX in the Picard group efX, the characterisdc of the base field). By
(ai/mi) we deRcte Åíke ccmbiRatieR gfmultiple fibers. Asswne thatX is aR
algebraic surface. Then the cclgma N gives tke mame ofX ([BM77] aRd
[BM76]): K: K3 surface, E: classical Emiques sixxface, N: noR-classical
Enriques surface, A: abelian surface (the product oftwo elliptic curves), H:
hyperelliptic surface, Q: quasi-hyperelliptic surface. The column 1' gives
the j-invariant of the Jacobian fibration associated to f in the following
way: C: any element of k, O: any constant ordinary f-invariant in k, S: any
supersingular j-invariant in k.
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